AUTO-ID INSTALLATION:
ANTENNA PLACEMENT FORM
Farmer:

Name:

Contact:

Address:

Telephone:
D ealer:

Mobile:

Fax:

Telephone:

Mobile:

Fax:

Date:

Reference:

No. Of Stalls:

Type of Manger:

Manger Manufacturer:

Is Manger mounting wall flat:

Manger Centres:

Angle of Cows:

Name:
Contact:

Parlour:

Yes

Do Cows Walk Down Back Of Parlour Walls?

Please Fill In DIAGRAM A If The Feeders Are Mounted On The Inside Of The Parlour Wall or DIAGRAM
B If The Feeders Are Mounted On The Outside Of The Parlour Wall.
DIAGRAM A
If there is a Top Rail, is it mounted against the wall?
If it isn’t, howfar away from the wall is it?

Feeder

Are the Downpipesmade of:
Plastic/Metal
If Downpipes not positioned
here, please specify where

If there is a Top Rail, howThick is it?
(i.e. from wall to front of rail)
What is the diameter of the downpipe?

If the Feeders are fittedinside
the parlour, the distance from
the Feeder Bottomto the Floor
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If there is a TopRail,
how Wide is it?
If there is aTop Rail,
the distance to the
bottom of the
manger from the
bottom edge
If there is a TopRail,
the distance to the
Floor fromthe
bottomedge

What is the distance from
droppipe to previous
manger wing?
Is area clear?
(i.e.Gates/tubes
/steel panels) If not,
please sketch in.

Distance between Stall Dividers

Floor level

If there is a TopRail,
the distance between
the topand bo ttom
rails

AUTO-ID INSTALLATION:
ANTENNA PLACEMENT FORM
DIAGRAM B
If the re is aTop Rail,is it mounted against the wall?
If it isn’t, howfar away from the wall is it?

If there is aTop Rail, howThick is it?
(i.e. fromwall to front of rail)

If the Feeders are fitted to the outside wall,
the distance fromthe Discharge Chute Centre to
the Inside of the Right Hand Stall Divider

If there is aTop Rail,
howWide is it?
If there is a TopRail,
the distance to the
bottom of the
manger fromthe
bottomedge
If there is aTop Rail,
the distance to the
Floor from the
bottom edge

What is the distance fromthe bottom of
the toprail tothe top of the hole?

If there is aTop Rail,
the distance between
the top andbottom
rails

What are the hole
dimensions?
(i.e.2” x 3”)
What is the distance from the bottomof
the hole to the top of the bottom rail?

Distance between Stall Dividers

If the Feeders are fitted to
the outside wall, the distance
fromthe Discharge Chute
Centre to the Floor
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Floor level
Parlour

Are there any switch mode power supplies?

Yes

Are there any invertors or variable speed drives?

Building:

Are there any metal uprights in the walls?

Yes

Is there weldmesh in the walls?

Are there steel reinforcements in the walls?

Yes

Are there any metal objects mounted on the walls other than stallwork (i.e. drain pipes)?

Yes

Yes

Do the cows have access to the outside of the parlour walls (i.e. directly behind where they are fe

d)?

Yes

Yes

AUTO-ID INSTALLATION:
ANTENNA PLACEMENT FORM
Diagram showing the dimensions of an ATL in-stall antenna.

75mm
(2.95”)
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75mm
(2.95”)

385mm
Diagrams showing available bend sizes.

75mm
(2.95”)

40mm
(1.57”)
20mm
(0.78”)

If you have any questions or queries please ring our technical department on 01638 731212

15mm
(0.59”)

